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POWER GENERATION SOLUTIONS

NORTH
AMERICAN
OIL & GAS INDUSTRY

The growth of production in the North American oil and
gas industry has been unprecedented over the past
decade, with the U.S. recently overtaking Saudi Arabia
and Russia as the world’s largest oil producer. Power
supply is at the heart of this boom, from the 200A panels
that distribute power for man camps to the natural gas
generators that convert once-wasted by-product gas into
valuable energy for pump jacks and other equipment.
With its broad array of precision-engineered power
distribution, power generation and welding products―and
its reputation for unrivaled quality and customer serviceHIPOWER SYSTEMS is poised to lead that charge.

Increasingly, the oil and gas that runs the world’s cities comes from North America.

Oil and gas has propelled North Dakota to
2.6% unemployment, among the world’s
lowest.

NORTH AMERICAN

OIL & GAS INDUSTRY
Spurring unprecedented job growth and economic vitality, oil and gas
exploration and production will continue to outpace most other industries.

The U.S. oil and gas
boom has expanded oil
production by 64% in
five years. Canadian oil
production will nearly
double from now to 2020.

Over the past decade, new exploration and extraction technologies
have revolutionized oil and gas
production in North America and
generated an incredible boom for
the local economies that support
these efforts. In the U.S. alone, oil
production has reached a 28-year
high and has helped the U.S. reduce
oil imports to roughly 50 percent.
Oil and gas activities have resulted in
direct job growth of 40 percent from
2007-2014, with U.S. oil and gas now
supporting nearly 10 million workers.
These jobs have added roughly
$1.2 trillion to the U.S. economy.
Despite these impressive benefits,
the North American oil and gas

industry is not without its challenges,
as government agencies increasingly
demand that producers reduce
their environmental footprint.
From dramatic requirements for
emissions reduction in machinery
to incremental penalties for
carbon-intensive activities such
as flaring, oil and gas producers
are under pressure to improve
their environmental records
without curtailing production
and economic growth.
Into this landscape comes HIPOWER
SYSTEMS, a recognized leader
in the design, manufacture and
sales of technologically advanced,
high-quality power distribution

Current Shale plays
Prospective Shale plays
Oil Sands
HIPOWER Sales, Service, and Support
Locations

and generation equipment. Since
our inception, we have created
products with an equal focus on long,
reliable operating life and energy
efficiency, reducing both operating
costs and environmental impact. We
continually design new products
to fulfill the emerging needs of our
oil and gas customers. We operate
under the principle that a well-built,
resilient product both benefits and
empowers its operator and the
people and places that it serves.
The future is bright and the horizon
unlimited for the North American
oil and gas industry, and HIPOWER
SYSTEMS will be supporting that
future, every step of the way.

When the oil and gas industry
needs power, it turns to
HIPOWER SYSTEMS.

QUALITY POWER
EQUIPMENT THAT JUST

WON’T QUIT
The rigorous, round-the-clock operations of oil and
gas projects leave no room for downtime. Remote
locations heighten the importance of reliability.
Every product we sell is designed, engineered and
tested for durability and longevity. Our best-in-class
equipment extends operating life, promotes safety
and delivers the portability that maximizes the value
of operator investment.
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GAS GENSETS

DIESEL GENSETS

TOTAL MARKET

Billions of dollars (IHS)

DIESEL GENERATORS

Able to start and absorb a full electrical load within 10 seconds, diesel engines
provide superior load capacity, rapid response time and greater fuel density and
efficiency than any other engine type. All of HIPOWER SYSTEMS diesel generators
offer the high performance that demanding oil and gas applications require and are
compliant with applicable industry standards and regulations.

Portable Power Distribution
Panel with receptacles and
mechanical lugs.

Optima gel batteries deliver
high cranking amps in low
temperature situations.

Heavy-duty battery disconnect
switch prevents power drain.

Main circuit breaker with
electronic trip settings.

Multiple voltage selector switch
with padlockable handle.

Deep Sea Electronics
advanced digital controller
with remote access, optional
load sharing and telematics.

Easy access single point
lifting eyelet.

UL and UL/C listed internal
battery charger with waterproof
enclosure.

Three-way fuel valve with quickconnect external couplers.

Water jacket engine block
heater with heavy-duty heating
elements.

DIESEL GENERATORS
State of the art digital
control panels with optional
parallel capabilities
Stainless Steel hardware and
hinges for superior durability

Distribution panel
with Camloks,
receptacles and
mechanical lugs

Safety handles on
larger units

Additional platform
for easy access
to the distribution
panel

Torsional axles
with independent
suspension
High capacity fuel tanks for
extended run time

A 500kW diesel generator that
can easily be towed from well site
to well site as needed. Nothing is
impossible with HIPOWER SYSTEMS.

Oil and gas customers require a variety of enclosure
features, sound insulation, impact and weather resistance,
built-in power distribution, totally bounded frames,
and more. To ensure 100% customer satisfaction,
we equip our portable units with all of them.

Oil and gas sites require
uncompromising efficiency,
performance and safety.
HIPOWER SYSTEMS designs
to that profile.
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* Canada Only

Diesel generators range (kVA)

HRMW-1150

HRMW-700

HRMW-580

* HRJW 460

* HRJW 400

* HRJW 340

HRJW 310

* HRJW 235

HRJW 205

HRJW 175

HRJW 145

HRJW 105

HRJW 75
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DIESEL GENERATORS | RANGE
Brand

Engine Model

EPA
Certified

Control
Panel

Prime Power
Rating (kVA)

Dimensions
Skid

Weights

Dba

HRYW 25

Yanmar

4TNV84T

Tier 4i

DSE 702

25

84.5x40x60.7

2520

57

HRYW 40

Yanmar

4TNV98

Tier 4i

DSE 7310

40

84.5x40x60.7

2560

63

HRYW 50

Yanmar

4TNV98T

Tier 4i

DSE 7310

50

84.5x40x60.7

3080

62

HRJW 75

John Deere

4045TF285-74

Tier 3 TPEM

DSE 7310

73

110.6x45.3x76

4305

68

HRJW 105

John Deere

4045HF285-118

Tier 3 TPEM

DSE 7310

102

110.6x45.3x92.8

5200

72

HRJW 145

John Deere

4045HF285-147

Tier 3 TPEM

DSE 7310

147

110.6x45.3x92.8

5300

74

HRJW 175

John Deere

6068HF285-177

Tier 3 TPEM

DSE 7310

175

132.3x49.2x85.9

5700

74

HRJW 205

John Deere

6068HFG82

Tier 3 TPEM

DSE 7310

209

132.3x49.2x85.9

6800

75

HRJW 235 *

John Deere

6068HF485-235

Tier 3 TPEM

DSE 7310

234

132.3x49.2x85.9

7700

75

HRJW 310

John Deere

6090HF484-315

Tier 3 TPEM

DSE 7310

309

165.4x65x105

11200

75

HRJW 340 *

John Deere

6135HF485-345

Tier 3 TPEM

DSE 7310

341

181x73x111

13000

75

HRJW 400 *

John Deere

6135HF485-401

Tier 3 TPEM

DSE 7310

402

181x73x111

13450

75

HRJW 460 *

John Deere

6135HF485-460

Tier 3 TPEM

DSE 7310

461

181x73x111

13510

75

HRMW-580

MTU-Detroit

10V1600G20S

Tier 2 TPEM

DSE 8610

580

181x73x111

16750

75

HRMW-700

MTU-Detroit Diesel

12V1600G20S

Tier 2 TPEM

DSE 8610

693

197x79x105

19500

75

HRMW-1150

MTU-Detroit Diesel

16V2000G85

Tier 2 TPEM

DSE 8610

1152

238x96x102

26678

72

Genset Model

* Canada Only

Fuel-efficient, reliable engines from
leading manufacturers are at the
heart of our diesel generators, but
the value for oil and gas operations
doesn’t stop there.
Advanced control systems, many
with telematics, enable operators
to receive alerts and maintenance
reminders from around the globe.
A limitless choice of configurations, packages and skids, including
sub-base fuel tanks and easy-access walkways, enable customization for even the most unique site
requirements.

Our diesel generators and their
enclosures are engineered to perform
reliably under the most demanding
conditions.

GAS GENERATORS

As regulations tighten and fuel prices drop, gas generators are becoming an
environmental and economic requisite for many firms. For oil and gas operators under
pressure to reduce flaring, the benefits can be even greater. HIPOWER SYSTEMS’ awardwinning gas generator line leads the field in reliability, performance and durability, and
our wide assortment of generator and enclosure features and options enables these
models to meet every possible application and need.

The crankcase ventilation
filter with thermal insulation
system provides the ultimate oil
coalescence pressure control.

Three-way Catalytic Converters
designed to meet current EPA
emission standards.

Externally accesible engine oil
and water coolant drain.

Auto LP liquid withdrawal fuel
system with vaporizer.

Heavy-duty two-stage air filters.

Deep Sea Electronics advanced
digital controller with remote
access, optional load sharing
and telematics.

Mastertrak GPS advance
telematic solutions.

Heavy-duty anti-vibration
elements guarantee correct
running of the machines and
prevent mechanical breakdown.

Convenient external access
to battery disconnect, battery
charger, block heater and LP
connection.

Oil makeup systems designed
to supply lube oil to the
crankcase of a compressor or
engine in an isolated location
where daily supervision and
maintenance are impossible.

GAS GENERATORS

Stainless steel locks
and hinges

Convenient door stopper
for service operation

Heavy-duty,
draggable
oilfield skid

Distribution
panel with
Camloks and
mechanical lugs

Forklift pockets
Secondary power
cable outlet

Convenient access to
battery disconnect, battery
charger and block heater

Equipped with remote monitoring
and telematics, our fuel-efficient,
fully enclosed gas generators are
designed and engineered for superior
dependability and performance.

Balanced air intake
for optimal air
circulation

With more companies expanding into remote
sites, unforeseen labor expense can wreck the
balance sheet. HIPOWER SYSTEMS’ gas generators
provide ultra-reliable power with minimal human
intervention. Their potential to burn by-product
gas speeds investment recapture even more.

With easy-access
doors and external
connectors, fuel
supply and other
operations are faster,
safer and more
efficient.

450
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400

380

350

300

300
250

165

170

**HRGM 170

200

HRNG 165

230

150

25

30

HRGM 30

50

HRGM 25

100

45

55

65

85

** Canada Only

Gas generators range (kVA)

HRNG 430

HRNG 380

HRNG 300

HRNG 230

HRNG 85

HRGM 65

HRGM 55

HRGM 45

0

GAS GENERATORS | RANGE
Brand

Engine
Model

EPA
Certified

Control
Panel*

HRGM-25

GM

Vortec 3.0L

Yes

HRGM-30

GM

Vortec 3.0L

HRGM-45

GM

HRGM-55

Prime Power Rating (kVA)
LPG

NG

Dimensions
Skid

Weights

Dba

DSE 7310

22.5

22.5

82x36x47

1490

73

Yes

DSE 7310

30

27.5

82x36x47

1525

73

Vortec 4.3L

Yes

DSE 7310

44

38

94x42x54

1750

69

GM

Vortec 5.7L

Yes

DSE 7310

53

53

94x42x54

2306

73

HRGM-65

GM

Vortec 5.7L

Yes

DSE 7310

64

60

94x42x54

2395

73

HRNG-85

PSI-HD

8.1LNA

Yes

DSE 7310

82

82

138.5x54x77

5726

73

HRNG-165

PSI-HD

8.1LT

Yes

DSE 7310

-

164

138.5x54x77

6135

77

PSI

8.8LTCAC

Yes

DSE 7310

147

169

138.5x54x77

5400

73

HRNG-230

PSI-HD

11.1L

Yes

DSE 7310

-

227

138.5x54x77

6803

77

HRNG-300

PSI-HD

14.6L

Yes

DSE 7310

-

294

178x83x93

10139

77

HRNG-380

PSI-HD

18.3L

Yes

DSE 7310

-

372

178x83x93

11183

77

HRNG-430

PSI-HD

21.9L

Yes

DSE 7310

-

431

178x83x93

11797

77

Genset Model

HRGM-170**

* 4510 and 8610 available on request
** Canada Only

As the market for gas generators
expands, the world turns to
HIPOWER SYSTEMS equipment.
No longer must industrial gas
generators be monster machines
housed in special buildings.
Compact, portable and powerful,
with kVA ratings from 22 to 431,
our gas generators have received
numerous industry accolades and
customer applause.

Gas generators offer the flexibility of
using fuel from storage tanks or an on-site
pipeline connection.

BI-FUEL® SYSTEMS

Once deemed a futuristic dream, bi-fuel generators, built to burn diesel but able
to run on up to 70% gas, are now the wave of the future. HIPOWER SYSTEMS
conducted exhaustive research to identify the most reliable, efficient bi-fuel
systems and tested them extensively to determine their performance impacts.
The results are astounding. Many generators can perform better with bi-fuel than
with diesel alone. This meticulous effort ensures that our bi-fuel generators are
the finest products available.

BI-FUEL SYSTEMS

TECHNOLOGY

A 2014 report from
TechNavio praised the
environmental benefits
of bi-fuel generators.

The GTI BI-FUEL® System is an
innovative technology that enables
operators of heavy-duty diesel
engines to substantially reduce
operating costs and lower emissions
by substituting diesel fuel with lower
cost, cleaner-burning natural gas.
The BI-FUEL System is composed
of patented technologies that allow
engines to safely operate on up to
70% gas as a total percentage of the
fuel requirement. With a GTI BI-FUEL
System, engines exhibit diesel-like
performance in such critical areas
as efficiency, stability and load
acceptance.

A key feature of the GTI BI-FUEL
System is its ability to switch fuel
modes without interruption in engine
power output. The engine can be
switched between diesel and gas
automatically while maintaining
speed and load. This feature gives the
user the flexibility to choose between
gas and diesel modes as dictated by
fuel pricing, fuel availability and other
operational considerations. An equally
important feature of the GTI BI-FUEL
System is its ability to maintain engine
power levels while operating in gas
mode between the “continuous” and
“prime” ratings of the engine.

HIPOWER Bi-Fuel Systems are used in the
Standby Generator range as well as for Prime
Power and Rental Applications.

3

1
2

Bi-Fuel systems
require no OEM
engine modifications
and give the operator
full control over the
fuel mixture.

1

2

Gas Regulator

3

Pressure Switch

Engine Control System

BI-FUEL SYSTEMS

OPERATION & PERFORMANCE

Typically, gas is introduced
downstream of the engine air
cleaner and upstream of the
turbocharger. The gas is supplied
at approximately atmospheric
pressure using a proprietary airfuel mixer that allows for a high
level of gas mixing with the least
possible air restriction. The lean
air-gas mixture is compressed in
the turbocharger and distributed
to each cylinder by the engine
air-intake manifold. The lean airgas mixture is compressed during
the compression stroke of the
piston and ignited by the diesel
injector. Since the air-gas mixture
is maintained in a lean condition,
pre-ignition does not occur.

Flow of gas to the engine is
load dependent and varies with
combustion airflow changes.
The GTI BI-FUEL System varies
gas flow according to changes
in engine vacuum level. This
allows it to respond to engine fuel
requirements while maintaining
the integrity of the OEM governing
system. The standard Bi-FUEL
System incorporates a manuallyadjustable power valve to control
the gas substitution rate. Diesel
injection is controlled by the OEM
governing system during both gas
and diesel modes.
The Altronic DE-based BI-FUEL
Controller monitors various

GTI BI-FUEL electronic control panels

Gas power valve

New GTI BI-FUEL System

With Altronic’s unique design, GTI BI-FUEL generators can meet or
exceed diesel-only performance under load.

GTI Gas Mixer
G
C

Air

F

Air

F

E

D

C

Air Filter

G

Turbocharger
GTI Gas Mixer
Gas Valve Control Signal

GTI Power
Valve

A

Gas Supply Pressure

B

Regulator Output Pressure (switch)

C

Air Filter Vacuum

D

Manifold Air Pressure

E

Manifold Air Temperature

F

Exhaust Gas Temperature

G

Engine Vibration Sensor

RS-232/RS-485
MODBUS
(Optional remote
monitoring)

Gas
B

A

Controller

Gas Regulator
Double Shut-Off Control Valve
Note: Requires isochronous diesel governor

Mixer
Regulator

Air

1 to 5 PSIG
Gas

engine and system parameters
such as manifold air pressure
and temperature, exhaust gas
temperature, intake vacuum, gas
pressure and engine vibration.
This information allows the
controller to determine when
to activate or deactivate bi-fuel
operation depending on engine
performance, load level, ambient
temperature, knock limits or
gas supply pressure levels. The
controller can communicate with
remote engine monitoring systems
via the RS-232/RS-485 connection

Air + Gas

Secondary Adjustable
Power Valve
Primary Adjustable
Power Valve
50 Micro Filter

Double
Shut-Off
Control Valve

(ASCII or MODBUS protocol).
Engine performance during
BI-FUEL operation is on par
with normal diesel levels. Heat
rejection levels to the exhaust
and water jacket systems are
kept within normal operating
parameters. Engine response
to load variation is typically

equal to, or better than, 100%
diesel performance due to the
unique design of the GTI BIFUEL System and the associated
combustion characteristics of the
air-gas mixture. Similarly, engine
load acceptance (for large block
loads) meets or exceeds straight
diesel performance.

BI-FUEL SYSTEMS

ADVANTAGES

Cost Savings

Reduced Liquid Fuel Storage

Displacing a percentage of diesel fuel with methanebased gas provides an immediate economic benefit
based on the cost difference between the fuels and
the run time of the genset. In high usage gensets,
the GTI system can pay for itself in a short period of
time.

As environmental concerns about liquid fuel storage
increase pressure on operators, using the GTI BI-FUEL
System offers some relief by reducing the volume of
above-ground diesel fuel storage needed.

Flare Gas Reduction
Increased Run Time
Reducing the percentage of diesel fuel extends the
run time in proportion to the substitution rate. This
provides extra hours of operation for critical applications during extended power outages.

Simplified Logistics
The frequency of refueling is reduced, thereby
lessening the costs, and risks, associated with
hauling diesel fuel, especially to locations that
make supply logistics awkward.

Around the world, governments and environmental
concerns are increasing pressure to reduce the
flaring of unwanted gases into the atmosphere. The
GTI-BI-FUEL System allows these waste gases
to be used as fuel for electrical power generation.

Flexible Fuel Rates
Many gas suppliers offer discounted rates to
customers who can tolerate supply interruptions in
times of high demand/inadequate supply.
GTI BI-FUEL System offers this flexibility since the
genset can operate on 100% diesel at any time.

BI-FUEL Kit Applications & Contents
GTI
Series

25*

Engine Power
Rating

Engine Type

Gas Train Kit

Gas
Mixers

GTI
Series Nº

Vibration
Sensor(s)

STEPCON
Option

CSA
Certified**

Up to 75 kWe

In-line engine

1’’ NPT

1X3’’

2513-0E

NA

NA

No

2514-1E

NA

NA

No

2514-1E

Opt. (1)

NA

No

5014-0E

NA

NA

No

5014-1A

Opt. (1)

NA

Yes

5015-0E

NA

NA

No

5015-1A

Opt. (1)

NA

Yes

Std. (2)

Optional

Yes

Std. (2)

Optional

Yes

Std. (2)

Optional

Yes

75-150 kWe

In-line engine

1’’ NPT

1X4’’

75-150 kWe

In-line engine

1’’ NPT

1X4’’

150-300 kWe

In-line engine

DN50/ 2’’ NPT

1X5’’

In-line or V-engine, com. manlfold

DN65/ 2.5’’ NPT

1X6’’

6516-1B

V-engine

DN65/ 2.5’’ NPT

2X6’’

6526-1B

V-engine, common manlfold

DN65/ 2.5’’ NPT

V-engine, dual manlfold

DN65/ 2.5’’ NPT

V-engine, quad manlfold

DN65/ 2.5’’ NPT

50

300-600 kWe

65
600-1200 kWe

V-engine, common manlfold

80

DN80/ 3’’ NPT

V-engine, dual manlfold

1200-3000 kWe

DN80/ 3’’ NPT

V-engine, quad manlfold

DN80/ 3’’ NPT

2X6’’

6526-2B

4X6’’

6546-2B

2X6’’

6526-2C

4X6’’

6546-2C

2X6’’

6526-2D

4X6’’

6546-2D

2X7’’

8027-2B

4X6’’

8046-2B

4X7’’

8047-2B

2X7’’

8027-2C

4X6’’

8046-2C

4X7’’

8047-2C

2X7’’

8027-2D

4X6’’

8046-2D

4X7’’

8047-2C

* Series 25 kits require 12Vdc Power; all other Series require 24Vdc power.
** CSA CERTIFIED CLASS I DIV. 2 GROUP D Svstem available. Contact HIPOWER SYSTEMS sales office for details.

Engine Performance
As shown below, engines with GTI BI-FUEL Systems typically display similar performance levels in terms of engine
stability, response and block load capability:

Bi-Fuel Operation (70% Gas)
Transient Response
Voltage Error (%)

Transient Response
Voltage Error (%)
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Typical Responses to 100% Block Load Application

WINTER
PACKS

Reliable power in extreme cold shouldn’t be a significant
challenge. Winter Packs support HIPOWER SYSTEMS’
legendary reliability in the harshest of conditions.

WINTER PACKS

Equipped with our optional
Winter Packs, HIPOWER SYSTEMS
generators don’t simply perform
in extreme cold…they excel.

At oil and gas sites across the frozen
landscape, engine failure from cold simply
isn’t an acceptable outcome. HIPOWER
SYSTEMS offers a variety of Winter Pack
options designed to prevent malfunctions,
and safeguard your investment, in
temperatures ranging from 32°F/0°C to as
low as -50°F/-10°C. To control costs while
affording maximum engine protection and
reliability, we custom match our Winter
Packs to the customer’s environment.

State-of-the-art hydraulically
operated shutter system.

A space heater mantains the
right temperature inside the
control panel enclosure.

The crankcase ventilation filter
system provides the ultimate oil
coalescence pressure control.

Red Top Optima gel batteries for
a higher starting capacity at low
temperatures.

Curved exhaust tip helps to
prevent snow from acumulating
at the exhaust top.

Snow hoods prevent snow
from entering the generator
enclosure.

Warning lights provide visual
indication of generator
operation or failure.

Hydronic diesel-fired heaters are
able to warm up the engine.

Extended oil tank with oil
make-up systems.

Positive air shutdown valve
provides safety in hazardous
areas.

Non-Stop Power for
Every Site

PARALLEL
Systems in Diesel and Gas

Demands for production efficiency and continuity are
making parallel systems the logical choice for oil and
gas operations, especially multiple well production
sites where round-the-clock power is paramount.
These solutions ensure 100% redundancy and load
sharing with built-in backup power for maintenance
and service without costly disruptions.

Reliability without
Compromise

PARALLEL
For 24/7 Operation
HIPOWER SYSTEMS’ generators
support virtually any parallel
configuration for permanent or
temporary installation. As experts
in the design of parallel systems,
with hundreds of systems deployed,
worldwide, we understand the
importance of using the industry’s
most reliable and advanced controllers
in multi-generator configurations.
Our Deep Sea Electronics controllers
auto-start and synchronize up to 32
generators, including electronic and
non-electronic engines, with ongoing
condition monitoring, automatic run
balancing, event logs to facilitate
maintenance, system protection
features and more. All communication
ports can be open simultaneously,
giving operators unlimited flexibility
and control.
Telematics and available fuel and
power distribution customizations
further reduce complexity and

complications for owners, and the
ability to combine diesel and gas
generators significantly reduces the
possibility of fuel supply disruptions.
Our portable, fully enclosed
generators minimize site preparation
requirements and enable owners
to reconfigure or even relocate
the systems with the least possible
difficulty. They also provide easy,
safe and secure personnel access for
service and maintenance, even with
other generators running alongside
them.
With HIPOWER SYSTEMS parallel
configurations, oil and gas operators
can achieve worker safety and roundthe-clock power continuity for drilling,
pumping and other operations.
They also gain the confidence that
generator maintenance, service or
overload will never, ever bring their
operations to a halt.

GAS

FILTRATION

Caught between a desire to increase production and
pressure to reduce CO2 emissions, oil and gas operators
are seeking for alternative uses for by-product gas.
With HIPOWER SYSTEMS’ filtration systems, generators
can turn waste into fuel that powers pump jacks,
downhole pumps and other on-site equipment.

GAS
FILTRATION
With new laws requiring CO2 emissions reduction at oil and gas sites, operators must phase
out flaring or face stiff fines. Using the gas to power operations makes economic sense.

With state and local regulatory
agencies increasing pressure
to reduce CO2 emissions,
petroleum operators are seeking
viable alternatives. Selling or
burning the gas is the most
logical option, provided it can be
properly cleaned and scrubbed.

A HIPOWER SYSTEMS’
gas filtration system,
paired with one of our gas
generators, creates an
ideal system for efficiently
utilizing by-product gas.

With HIPOWER SYSTEMS’ gas
filtration systems-either by
themselves or in tandem with one
of our gas generators-by-product
gas moves from being a problem
to becoming an opportunity. Our
gas filtration systems are equipped
with advanced technologies that

condition and polish gas to the
levels of purity that generators
require at the site, without the
need for transport to a refinery.
Once it is cleansed of impurities,
water and condensate, the
gas can be used or sold for a
variety of purposes, including
as fuel for on-site generators.
HIPOWER SYSTEMS’ gas
generators can even be equipped
with gas filtration as an addon, enabling them to drive
oil-well pump jacks, power
man-camps, and meet other
electrical needs at the well site.

Gas filtration systems turn waste into
fuel, benefiting both the environment
and the operator’s bottom line.

Coalescing filter 0.01μ
99.999% efficiency @ 0.6 Micron

Coarse prefilter 5.0μ
100% efficiency @ 5.0 micron

Differential pressure
indicator

Shut-off valve

Pressure regulator
Inlet: 125 PSIG max
outlet: 0.5 oz - 2.5 PSI

Output presure
gauge

Dry gas outlet.
7-11” WC.
2”NPT

Wet gas inlet.
20-125 PSI max.
2”NPT

Automatic liquid
dump valve
Explosion proof catadyne
heater, 12VDC.
Liquid outlet
1”NPT

With very few exceptions, no
matter how impure the input gas
might be, HIPOWER SYSTEMS gas
polishers and scrubbers can render
the output suitable for resale or
use in gas-powered generators
and other equipment. Not only
do operators reduce or eliminate
flaring to minimize emissions
and comply with regulations, but
they can also reduce substantially
their fuel requirements
for power generation.

A gas filtration system can pay for
itself almost immediately.

POWER

DISTRIBUTION
All of HIPOWER SYSTEMS’ power distribution panels, boxes,
transformers and cable assemblies feature premium materials.
Thoughtful design and engineering optimize ease of use and
extend value and functional life. Every product meets or exceeds
applicable standards and regulations such as NEC, MSHA, OSHA,
UL and UL/C.

POWER
DISTRIBUTION
Versatile, quality equipment gives oilfield operators a wealth of
choices and opportunities.

Few pieces of equipment have a
greater impact on the quality, usability
and energy efficiency of a power feed
than power distribution boxes, panels
and transformers. Yet, many oil and
gas customers use their equipment
to get from Point A to Point B without
considering whether it adds real value
to their daily operations, or their bottom
lines.

Our new 10-position, 200A
panel provides greater
functionality in a portable
package.

Properly designed and engineered,
power distribution boxes, panels,
transformers and cable assemblies
offer widespread operating flexibility
and provide years of energy efficient
service. Those that are not can reduce
energy efficiency and cause power
fluctuations, or even disruptions. Oil
and gas operators seeking to reap
every ounce of profit in an increasingly
competitive environment can rely on
our power distribution equipment to
help give them that advantage.

At HIPOWER SYSTEMS, we have
perfected the science behind power
distribution technology. With both
the equipment we engineer and
manufacture, and the cable vendors
we represent, we continually strive
to offer new functions and features
that give our customers superior
power efficiency and versatility. From
50A distribution boxes that can be
chained with other boxes, to versatile
1200A I-Line Panels that can have
breakers removed while under load,
our equipment is versatile, ingenious
and built to perform. Many of our
models can provide both (or either)
single-phase and three-phase power as
required.
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INDUSTRIAL TRANSFORMERS TECHNICAL FEATURES
1

Carbon steel
protective frame
with 2x lifting eyelets.

3

30A 250V NEMA L6-30R
Twist-lock receptacle
with Lexan cover.

5

Large forklift pockets.

7

Padlockable main door
with clear polycarbonate
window.

2

20A 125V NEMA 5-20R GFCI
protected duplex receptacles
with Taymac metal cover.

4

50A 125/250V CS6369
Twist-lock receptacle
with Lexan cover.

6

Lightweight aluminum
enclosure, NEMA 3R,
powder coated RAL7035.

8

One set of Male and Female
Camlok devices for step-up/
step-down applications.

9

Four 6” solid polyurethane
casters with locks.

Our transformers are masters of
flexibility, stepping power up and
down while providing a selection of
receptacles and single-pole, Camlok
connectors to power oilfield activities.
Most of our transformers take threephase power directly from the generator
and convert it to single-phase for
powering man camps, job trailers and
other quarters. Allowing a HIPOWER
SYSTEMS transformer to perform
the conversion (rather than using the
generator voltage selection switch)
recaptures 30% of electricity that
would otherwise be wasted, potentially
providing payback on the unit in months.

Our 1200A I-Line Panel is a
carbon-steel-frame marvel,
with a trap door, forklift
pockets and more.

PORTABLE POWER
DISTRIBUTION

PORTABLE
POWER CABLE

CUSTOM
CABLE
ASSEMBLIES

From the smallest gauge multiple
conductor control cable to a
large-capacity single conductor
cable, quality, durability and value
are our primary objectives. Every
cable meets or exceeds flame
test requirements of MSHA,
UL and UL/C (Canadian Listing).
Molded and compression
terminations extend cable life and
ease of connection.

We offer a complete line of Portable
Power Cable Assemblies and
molded rubber products; providing a
wide range of options that includes
everything from 4/0 Type W cable
with Male to Female Camlok
devices, Banded sections, Camlok
adaptors, SOOW with twist-lock
extensions, multiple conductor
cable with pin and sleeve devices
to control cables and engine
harnesses.

FROM 300V TO 200V

50A

INDUSTRIAL PANELS

Enclosed with NEMA 3R, corrosionresistant, powder-coated aluminum
designed for industrial and harsh
environments, our 125/250V, UL1640
and CAN/CSA C22.2 No.14 listed,
50A box panel is ideal for temporary
power needs indoors or out. The
50A box has multiple receptacles,
a California-style twist-lock input,
heavy-duty, impact/flame resistant,
weather-proof covers and individual
branch breakers.

200A

400A

INDUSTRIAL PANELS

INDUSTRIAL PANELS

Available in three configurations
(four position, six position or 10
position), these 200A, 120/208V
panels feature an assortment of
receptacles, Male Camlok inputs,
aluminum, powder-coated NEMA
3R enclosures, and stainless
steel protective cages. 10P
panels can have easy-roll casters
and a folding handle.

Filling the void between 200A panels
and 600A-1200A I-Line panels, this
277/480VAC, UL1640 panel can be
rolled or forklifted and is padlockable
with an easy-access cover, bottom
trap door and heavy-duty stainless
steel cage. The versatile panel offers
Male Camloks, a 400A Square-D NF
load center, up to 20 output branch
receptacles, and optional feed-through
Female Camloks.

PORTABLE POWER
DISTRIBUTION

600A

1200A

Able to distribute a 600A feed in numerous
configurations, these portable Mini I-line
panels are the market’s most versatile. Their
unique design enables breakers to be safely
removed from the Square-D panelboard under load. Panel incorporates a stainless steel
frame with forklift pockets and lifting eyelets,
15 150A frame circuit breakers that install
with a screwdriver, two sets of Camlock
inputs, never-flat casters, and a bottom
access trap door.

Robust enough to handle a massive 600V,
1200A power feed in a near-infinite number of
configurations, these I-line panels are designed
so that breakers can be removed under load.
UL1640 and CAN/CSA C22.2 No.14 listed panel
features Square-D I-line panelboard (UL/C and
UL listed), removable gland plates, thermal
magnetic, Micrologic or electronic circuit
breakers, side-line connection to eliminate
routine maintenance, and more.

I-LINE PANELS

I-LINE PANELS

INDUSTRIAL
TRANSFORMERS

INDUSTRIAL
TRANSFORMERS

DOLLY STYLE · 15KVA

SKID STYLE · FROM 15KVA TO 375KVA

Industrial, dolly-style transformers are the
perfect solution where portability is required.
600V or 480V to 120/208V transformer includes
two sets of Male 400A Camlok inputs and a
200A 3Ø-5W Square-D load center with eight
20A 125V GFCI duplex receptacles (metal,
outdoor-rated covers) and two 30A 250V NEMA
L6-30 twist-lock receptacles (lexan covers).
Transformer is enclosed in powder-coated,
NEMA 3R aluminum with a stainless steel
protective cage and never-flat casters.

The same superior components as our dolly-style
transformers with a rolling skid base and even
more distribution options. With a wide array of
kVA ratings, UL1640 and CAN/CSA C22.2 No.14
listed transformers are NEMA TP-1 rated with
high-quality aluminum magnet wire coil windings,
coils baked in polyester resin varnish, UL Class
220°C insulation system and NEMA 3R weather
shields. QA and testing are CSA Z299.3 and ISO
9001 compliant.

POWER DISTRIBUTION PANELS
& CABLE ASSEMBLIES
Portable 1200A I-Line Panel
With aluminum enclosure and
heavy-duty carbon steel cage

600A Mini I-Line Panel with
aluminum enclosure and
stainless steel cage

Step-up Step-down
portable transformer with
multi-voltage selector
switch

200A 120/208V Distribution
Panel with Camlok input to 4x
output receptacles

Compact 50A 125/250V box with
aluminum panel and stainless
steel legs

Cord Grips

Terminal Block

Outdoor-Rated Flip Covers

Male Camlok Panel Mounts

Female Camlok Panel Mounts

Snap Back Covers

I-Line QO Adaptor Blocks

I-Line Breakers

Pin and Sleeve Receptacles

Filler Plates and Extensions

HIPOWER SYSTEMS’ commitment to 100%
customer satisfaction and service has led us to
offer Custom Portable Power Cable Assemblies
with a virtually endless array of customization
options. Every assembly is warranted free of
defects and backed by a 100% satisfaction
guarantee.

Cable assembly options include 4/0 Type W
cables with Male to Female Camlok devices,
banded sections, Camlok adaptors, SOOW with
twist-lock extensions, multiple-conductor cables
with pin and sleeve devices, control cables and
engine harnesses. We also customize to specific
NEMA configurations upon request.

Proudly assembled in the USA to your
specifications, our cable assemblies are made
with the highest-quality, most durable, resilient
products available. Our components come
from leading manufacturers such as HUBBELL,
LEVITON, MARINCO, CROUSE-HINDS and
SMS. We customize to your specific needs
and choice of color, electrical connectors, size,
length and more. We can also private label these
assemblies with your company name or logo.

All our Portable Power Cables and Assemblies
meet or exceed applicable standards and are
ready to power any type of industrial drilling
equipment, cranes, hoists, track systems,
tools, battery chargers and other construction
or electrical equipment installation exposed to
extreme cold oil, solvent, flame or moisture.

4/0 feeder cable with Male
to Female 400A Camlok
devices

Custom-color 2000V jacket
power cable

Camlok Cable

Compression Lugs

Banded Cable

Multi-Conductor Cable

Color-coded Inline Camloks

Male Inline Camlok Device

Female Inline Camlok Device

Camlok Adaptors

Collapsible Containers

Cable Ramps

Our high-efficiency welding generators include safety
and anti-overload features and are ultra-quiet, versatile,
durable, waterproof and compact. The eco-welding option
reduces noise and fuel use for maximum environmental
sensitivity. Dual-operator models available.

SEMI-AUTOMATIC WELDING

Ability to perform semi-automatic welding such as MIG, MAG, SS

Single-point lifting eyelet output

Display is easy to read and use

Welding
connector
quick adaptors
Large opening door
panels to access and
service the engine

Heavy-duty ring
lunette with
extended chains

Oil, coolant and fuel
external access drains

EXCELLENT WELDING CHARACTERISTICS
Based on professional user input

DESIGNED FOR LONG LIFE
Confirmed by follow-up with end users

EASY MAINTENANCE
A core customer requirement

MARKET-ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT
Designed from the customer’s point of view

Ground clamp

Welding cable extensions

Electrode Holder

HW400A

WELDING DC GENERATOR
Rated Current

390A

PORTABLE WELDER
GENERATOR

Rated Voltage

35.6 Volts

Rated Output

13.9kW

Single: 90-380/110-400 Amps
Current Adjustment Range

Dual: 50-190/55-210 Amps
ECO: 40-220 Amps
CC: Side A and Side B

Welding Mode

CV: Side A only

AC GENERATOR
Rated Frequency

WELDER GENERATOR
SOUND ATTENUATED
WATER-COOLED
THREE PHASE
SINGLE-PHASE
FREQUENCY

60 Hz

Phase Options

Single Phase

Rated Output

4.3kVA

15kVA

Rated Voltage

240/120 Volts

480 Volts

15A x 3

20A x 1

Receptacles

3 - Phase

ENGINE
Model
Engine Type

Kubota D1005 - Tier 2 TPEM
Vertical, liquid-cooled, 4-cycle diesel

Displacement

1.001 Liter

Rated Output

16.5kW@3000 rpm/19.1kW@3600 rpm

Fuel Requirement

ASTM No.2 diesel fuel or equivalent

Fuel Tank Capacity

9.8 gallons/37 Liters

Lubricating Oil Requirement

API Class CC or higher

Oil Capacity

1.35 gallons/5.1 Liters

Coolant Capacity

1.14 gallons/4.2 Liters

Storage Battery

55B24L

Starting Method

DC electric

GENERAL FEATURES
Automatic Idle Control, Hour Meter,
AC Voltage, Adjusting Dial

Included
Welding: Voltage x 2, Amps x 2

Digital Meters

AC Output: Voltage x 1, Hertz x 1

Breakers: 1-phase and 3-phase

Earth Leakage and Circuit

Welding Remote Control

Optional (side A only)

Monitor Lamps

Coolant temperature, Battery charging, Oil pressure,
Rectifier Hertz/Overheat

Eco Function* (economic operation)

2100 rpm, 40-220 Amp, reduced fuel consumption,
up to 3/16” electrode

Low Noise Level

3000 RPM 62dB(A), 2100 RPM 58dB(A)

FUEL CONSUMPTION
Mode

Consumption (Gal-L/Hr)

Continuous Operation (Hr)

60Hz Rated Output 390A Duty Cycle 60%

4.3 Liter / 1.13 Gal

8.0

60Hz Output 220A Duty Cycle 40%

2.8 Liter / 0.7 Gal

12.8

Eco Welding Max 22 0A Duty Cycle 40%

1.9 Liter / 0.5 Gal

19.0

WEIGHT
Unit dry weight:

972 lbs (441kg)

High efficiency welder. Low noise. Versatile, durable and compact. Environmentally friendly.
• Exceptionally quiet thanks to advance sound-absorbing technology.
• Superior welding performance thanks to a unique current control system.
• Automatic engine idle means longer engine life.
• Dual operator capability.
• Digital meters.
• CV, CC, MIG, TIG, Stick, Gouging (air arc gouging; 1/4-inch capability).
• Super-quiet; at 58dB(A).
• Compact and lightweight
• Waterproof construction; easily accessible external drain plugs.
• Automatic safety output reduction and engine shut-down features.
• Fuel gauge illuminated for night visibility.
• Complies with EPA-2TPEM emissions standards.
• Optional remote control capability.

*Operation in eco mode reduces engine emissions, extends engine life, consumes 30% less fuel, produces 10% less
noise and is still capable of 220 amp output!

We’ve Got Your Back
HIPOWER is committed to customer satisfaction
throughout the life of our products. Our qualified team
of professionals takes great pride in ensuring client
satisfaction if issues arise.
Our 24/7 response commitment eliminates costly
downtime for you and your customer. Whatever the
time or place, you can count on HIPOWER to provide
superior product support on all of our products.
We offer on-site product support throughout North
America, as well as factory and site-specific training
for our diverse product line. We constantly evaluate
ourselves, and make necessary changes, in an effort to
create a best-in-class product support program.

Made in the U.S.A.

HIMOINSA POWER SYSTEMS, INC.
16002 West 110 th Street
Lenexa, KS 662 19-1312
Tel: 913-495-5557 | Fax: 913-495-5575
Call us (toll free) at: 1-866-710-2988
www.hipowersystems.com

